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Abstract Over the last few decades, human action recog-

effortless and accurate extraction of 3D skeleton informa-

nition has become one of the most challenging tasks in the

tion. In this study, we have introduced a novel bag-of-poses

field of computer vision. Employing economical depth sen-

framework for action recognition by exploiting 3D skeleton

sors such as Microsoft Kinect as well as recent successes of

data. Our assumption is that any action can be represented

deep learning approaches in image understanding has led to

with a set of predefined spatiotemporal poses. The pose descriptor is composed of two parts, the first part is concatena-
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tion of the normalized coordinate of the skeleton joints. The
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second part consists of temporal displacement of the joints
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der to generate the key poses, we apply K-means clustering overall training pose descriptors of dataset. To classify
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an action pose, we train a SVM classifier with the gener-
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ated key poses. Thereby, every action on dataset is encoded
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with key-poses histogram. We use ELM classifier to recog-
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nize the actions since it has been shown to be faster, accu-
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rate, and more reliable than other classifiers. The proposed
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framework is validated with four publicly available benchmark 3D action datasets. The results show that our frame-
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work achieves state-of-the-art results on three of the datasets

as RGB, skeleton joint position, or depth map [46]) and

compared to the other methods and produces competitive re-

then to classify the videos based on the calculated feature

sult on the fourth.

vectors [45]. An action can be described in three levels:
low-level, mid-level, and high-level [16, 56]. In most of the

Keywords Skeleton-based · 3D action recognition ·
early works, posture has been used as a high-level descripbag-of-words · key poses · Extreme learning machine ·
tor to describe human pose and their concatenation along
RGB-D
joint trajectories for action recognition. However, difficulty
of body part detection and reliable pose recovery and its high
1 Introduction

Vision based action recognition has been extensively studied
by many researchers due to its immense applicability essential for different areas including surveillance, smart home,
human computer interaction, robot vision, augmented reality, and video summarization and indexing [2, 45, 61]. Despite extensive studies and remarkable progress in past few
decades, action recognition still remains as a dynamic research field where a lot of problems need to be resolved.
Among them, variability of view point, variation of speed,
acceleration and body size of the subjects, intra class variation and inter-class resemblance of actions are the most important challenges. Moreover, in order to have generic solution for robust action recognition, temporal and spatial segmentation of action in videos, semantic parsing of the action
and sub-actions as well as collecting enough training data
are another challenges that need to be addressed [48]. The
conventional approach for action recognition task is to first
extract hand-crafted features of different modalities (such

computational cost forced researchers to choose an alternative track [16]. Preliminary studies have led researchers to
introduce low-level features which have been extracted either sparsely or densely from RGB videos. Human body silhouettes is one of the early examples of these type of features which has been widely used for human action recognition in environments where the background subtraction
is applicable [5]. For the First time Laptev and Lindeberg
extended the Harris edge detector into 3D space and produced sparse feature called Spatio-temporal interest points
(STIPs) for action recognition [30]. The introduction of this
feature led to vast success of adopting bag-of-words method
which was already used in text processing, to recognize action from video [31]. Optical flow is another low-level feature that has been used by Efros et al [15] to describe and
recognize human action. Meanwhile, the success of some
of image based features in image classification encouraged
the researcher to exploit them for video classification tasks.
Among them HOG3D [50] and SIFT3D [27] have been used
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for action recognition. However, extraction of low-level fea-

ing advantages such as its resistance to variation in view

tures is not limited to RGB data. For example, in [70], the

point, scale and appearance of subject for describing an ac-

provided depth images are considered as intensity images

tion compared to low and mid level features. These priv-

and utilized for low-level appearance-based feature extrac-

ileges attracted researcher to focus more on these kind of

tion. Using bag-of-word methods along with low-level fea-

input and use it extensively for feature extraction tasks [16].

tures comes with some limitations. The main drawback is its

The main challenge to use these data for action recognition

restriction to represent the spatial and temporal relations be-

is their heterogeneous numeric representation of semanti-

tween the features [28]. In order to overcome this limitation,

cally similar actions.Wang and et al [63] divided the pro-

some researcher proposed mid-level features to model tem-

posed pose-based approach into three categories in terms of

poral and spatial dependency between low-level features.

modeling temporality in actions. Methods in the first cate-

For example [64, 65] proposed semantic structure as mo-

gory ignore temporal dependency information and treat each

tion trajectories instead of key-point to describe local mo-

pose in the sequence individually [4,19,59] e.g. [19,59]adapt

tion of action.One major disadvantage of methods that use

bag-of-poses for describing the actions and uses majority

low-level and mid-level features is their inability to repre-

voting [4] to carry out classification. Ben-Arie, et al [4] as-

sent complex activities due to their limitation in presenting

sume that the entire action could be recognized by only hav-

semantic information [49]. One possible solution came with

ing specific poses extracted from the complete video frames.

introduction of high-level semantic features [16] where de-

The second category consists of methods that exploit all of

scription of an action carried out using a sequence of seman-

the available poses in the sequence to model the action and

tic lexicon that encapsulates spatio-temporal body pose in-

thereby, to classify it. Methods based on Hidden Markov

formation. Accordingly, Microsoft Kinect sensor made cost-

Models [18, 69] or dynamic time warping [51] are the most

efficient high-level markerless real-time pose extraction from

prominent approaches in this category. In the third category

RGB-D images available [21, 53] , which was a challenging

there are methods that model the temporal structure of action

problem for a long time. Lately, with resurgence of Deep

by using pose information partially. For example, [37, 67]

Learning methods, precise and reliable body pose recovery

have used temporal pyramid matching and [62] has mod-

from RGB images is provided with low cost and is not lim-

eled the change of neighboring poses to maintain tempo-

ited to depths sensors anymore [6,12]. Considerable progress

ral information.In recent years, recurrent neural networks

has been done in accurate markerless pose detection award-

(RNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks have
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achieved remarkable success in text and sound recognition

and segmentation of continuous videos. As outlined before,

for modeling temporal dependencies in sequences [32]. Nev-

one of the main limitations in bag-of-pose methods is to ig-

ertheless, there are a few proposed methods that use varia-

nore the concept of time and modeling the relationship be-

tion of RNN [58] and LSTM networks [80] with skeleton data

tween the poses. This means that the order of poses which

and achieved acceptable results. One of the main challenges

is an important aspect of modeling an action, is neglected

of using Neural Network and Deep Learning for 3D action

in learning phase. There have been a lot of effort in the lit-

recognition is a lack of training data. Moreover, computa-

erature to preserve temporal information. Among the others

tional complexity of these networks makes it unsuitable for

temporal pyramid [75] and producing histograms for dis-

use in real time and online tasks [20,38].Generative methods

tinctive segments of actions gained more popularity. More-

(state-based) such as HMMs produced acceptable results for

over, some method tries to add temporal features such as

modeling action with pre-defined poses [69]. But the main

speed to describe each pose while keeping temporal infor-

disadvantage of these method is their sensitivity to training

mation [16, 62]. Considering the abovementioned discus-

data where only abundancy of data in training phase may

sions and with presumption of reliability of the 3D poses

lead to performance enhancement [48]. Moreover, training

and knowing that they do not require sophisticated feature

of HMMs in terms of computational and memory cost is ex-

modeling and learning [16], in this work, we propose a pose-

pensive and requires manual parameter tuning. Therefore,

based action recognition framework.

using HMMs with noisy skeleton data generally does not end
up producing excellent results since it is difficult to determine a correct state where there are some variation in candidate actions.On the other hand, instead of generative models,
discriminative methods such as kernel machines or metric
learning that have been developed for classification of vector data are more suitable for working with high dimensional
space [13]. These methods generally have achieved better
results compared to HMMs [29] and have been used for
recognition of single action in pre-segmented video clips.
Conversely, generative methods have been used for parsing

The main idea is to describe an action with a set of predefined poses and to encode it by histogram of those poses.
Fig.1 illustrates the overall data flow of the proposed method.
We describe poses of a sequence by defining a simple and
efficient temporal and spatial feature. Using this feature enables us to distinguish between two actions with same skeleton configurations but different temporal order of their key
poses. According to the conducted experiments, the proposed
descriptor produces more discriminative key poses from training poses for action representation. Embedded temporal information in the key poses helps us to overcome the limita-
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Fig. 1: Workflow of our method

tions available in bag-of-word methods by encoding action

and results on four public datasets are presented in Sect.4

with histogram of key poses. The length of feature vector

and finally, we conclude and summarize the paper in Sect.5.

that describes the actions is fixed and independent from total
number of frames. Finally, we used discriminative Extreme
Learning Machine [23] for classifying the actions which is
expressed by the key pose histograms. We have tried the proposed methodology on four publicly available benchmark
datasets that include 3D skeleton data. Based on the obtained
results, we show that our method is capable to produce stateof-the-art results compared to the other methods on three
of the datasets only by using skeleton data and competitive
result on the fourth dataset. Simplicity, Interpretability and
high processing performance in recognition are the major
advantages of the proposed methodology. This paper is organized as follows: in Sect.2 there is a brief explanation of
available approaches in the literature. The detail of our approach is described in Sect.3. The experimental evaluation

2 Related work

In this section, we briefly explain pose-based methods that
solely employ 3D skeleton data for action recognition. It
should be noticed that the 3D action recognition is not limited to articulated pose-based methods that use 3D skeleton joints, therefore, for more details on this topic, we invite the readers to refer to the surveys in [2, 45, 75]. The
3D skeleton data represents relations between the joints and
overall configuration of human pose. This information can
be extracted from different modalities such as motion capture systems (MoCap), stereo and range sensors [1, 20], etc.
As a pioneering study on human action recognition, Johansson [25] showed that availability of the joint position sequence is sufficient to recognize human actions. Yao et al.

6
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[72] showed that in indoor action recognition scenarios, us-

tions are categorized into four groups:

ing pose-based features results in a better recognition per-

Displacement-based representations: Applying this method

formance compared to those in appearance-based features.

needs low computational cost and has a simple structure.

Employing skeleton data for action recognition has many

These features are usually extracted in two ways; in the first

advantages over other modalities including insensitivity to

type, displacement between each pair of skeleton joint posi-

variability of scale and illumination, independency of view-

tions in the same frame is calculated, and then, in the sec-

point position of the subjects and speed of their action. It

ond, displacements among the corresponding joints in two

also increases data processing speed and efficiency which

different frames are computed. Therefore, these features can

makes it a suitable candidate for online and real-time appli-

describe displacement as spatial or temporal signature of an

cations [20]. Additionally, body part information provided

action. Spatial form of these features was used in studies

by skeleton data can underline the parts that have more con-

done by [67] and [66] and displacement features were nor-

tribution in human actions and offer more interpretation ca-

malized to make them invariant to subject scale. In another

pabilities [55, 60]. However, there are some disadvantages

type of spatial displacement feature, the features are gen-

and restrictions in using skeleton data such as failure to trans-

erated using displacement information between each joint

fer both contextual information and objects around the joints

and a selected reference joint. Hip center joint has the least

which are necessary for recognition of human-object inter-

movement compared to other joints during an action. It is

action and Human-Human interactions [1, 3]. In general, all

therefore considered as a reference joint in different stud-

pose-based action recognition approaches consist of two ma-

ies [3]. Often times, using only spatial displacement features

jor steps: first, human poses in each frame are described by

are not sufficient to thoroughly describe dynamics of an ac-

the features extracted from raw 3D skeleton data and after-

tion, and consequently, temporal features are proposed and

wards, the final feature vector is calculated for whole action

used as complementary features. The most common tempo-

sequence to be used in classification or reasoning. Han and

ral features are generated using displacement position infor-

et al. in their recent work, name the first step as Informa-

mation of joints in two different frames. In order to do this,

tion modality and the second step as Representation encod-

the reference frame is selected as either previous frame or as

ing and group different methods available in the literature

natural pose which is average of the initial frames in over-

into each step [20]. According to this taxonomy, various CD

all instances. Apart from this, the reference frame can vary

pose-based features which has been used for describing ac-

in course of an action and can be identified with a time off-
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set [11].

define the action via extracted features [3]. Veeriah et al. [58]

Orientation-based representations: Joint orientation is one

and Zhu et al. [80] employed raw joint positions as input

of the common features that have been widely used for pose

of the deep networks and let the network to discover the

description owing to its inherent invariance towards human

best representation using this information. This is similar to

position, body size, and orientation of the camera. There are

conventional deep learning methods that automatically learn

two types of these features: The spatial orientation feature

representations from pixels of input images.

that is computed from orientation of the pairwise displace-

Multi-modal representations: To achieve an accurate and

ment vectors of joints at the same frame [69]while the tem-

more powerful action representations, combination of dif-

poral orientation feature is computed by considering the ori-

ferent features can be utilized [16, 59]. In particular, com-

entation of displacement vectors of the same joint at two

bination of time and space features has gained more atten-

different frames.

tion and has obtained better results [34, 74]. In order to find

Representations based on raw joint positions: Along with

the optimized combination of available features, Negin et

the displacement-based and orientation-based features, raw

al. [41] introduced a discriminative feature selection frame-

joint positions has been extensively used in many studies.

work based on Random Decision forests to identify the most

A group of methods concatenate all joint positions of the

effective subset of available feature types in space and time.

skeleton at a frame into a vertical vector and put them to-

Considering the above-mentioned discussion, the goal of fea-

gether to construct a matrix to encode the action. Obviously,

ture representation and encoding is to integrate all of the ex-

in the constructed feature matrix of an action, joints have dif-

tracted features and generate the final feature vector which

ferent representative qualities and importance. To select the

will be used in classification or reasoning phase.

most informative subset of the joints for an action, different

The encoding methods are categorized into three main groups

methods have been examined. Among them, Chaaraoui and

[20]:

A.A. [7] exploited evolutionary algorithm to find the optimal

Concatenation-based approach: It is the most straightfor-

subset based on topological information of the skeleton and

ward encoding method which is carried out by simply con-

achieved state-of-the-art results. Raw joint positions require

catenation of the extracted features into a one dimensional

normalization processing to be independent of scale and ro-

final feature vector [17, 66]. The generated feature vector is

tation. Another group of these methods constructs joint tra-

too long and is therefore practically difficult for classifier to

jectories instead of raw joint position information and then

handle the high dimensional space. To reduce dimensions of

8
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the feature vectors, dimensionality reduction methods such

performance compared to the other ones on four benchmark

as PCA or LDA can be utilized which leads to an increase in

datasets that they evaluated.

computational cost [69].

In terms of dictionary learning, the encoding methods are

Statistics-based encoding: This is one of the common and

generally divided into two main categories: clustering and

efficient methods for integrating the features which is mostly

sparse coding based methods [20]. K-means is a widely-

performed by applying statistical analytics on constituent

used clustering method for generating a dictionary. Similar

feature vectors without using any feature quantization oper-

to other bag-of-words methods, losing temporal information

ation. For example, Hussein and M.E. [24] proposed Cov3DJ

among the features is a major shortage of this method. There

descriptor constructed from covariance matrix of the sequence

are some studies [26, 62, 74] in the literature that have been

vectors. The sequence vectors are composed of concatenated

conducted to overcome this deficit and improve reliability of

joint positions at each frame. One of the advantages of Statistics- the encoding methods. In order to extract spatial/temporal
based methods is that the length of the final feature vector

structure of the poses in each action class, Wang et al [62]

is independent of the number of action frames. One dimen-

used Contrast Mining techniques for grouping skeleton joints

sional histogram-based encoding has been used more than

in training data followed by K-means clustering over each

other encoding methods in this category [69]. However, a

group. To learn the dictionary pertinent to each group, they

lack of order in feature elements and absence of temporal

used cluster centers as the code words which encodes the

relation can be considered as the most important drawbacks

spatial information of the action. For encoding the tempo-

of these methods.

ral structure of each action class, Contrast Mining technique

Bag-of-words encoding: These methods employ coding op-

was used. This technique extracts sub-sequences that oc-

erator and dictionary learning for mapping a high dimen-

cur frequently among sequences of each group. The spa-

sional feature vector into a single code-word in a dictionary.

tial/temporal histogram of skeleton joints was used for ac-

Using coding operator for quantization of the feature vectors

tion representation and one-vs-one learning techniques was

is the main difference between these methods and the Sta-

applied on pairwise classes for classification. This method

tistical methods. Han et al. [20]extracted different features

benefits from a pose recovery technique that helps to im-

from skeleton data and applied each of these three coding

prove pose detection from images, however, applying data

methods to the obtained feature vectors. Their results indi-

mining on both of the encoding steps leads to a high compu-

cated that the Bag-of-words encoding methods gave a better

tational cost. Zanfir et al [74] introduced a new type of fea-
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ture called moving pose feature which includes both tempo-

sentative features is performed via expensive computational

ral and spatial information. To describe pose in each frame,

methods such as data mining or other feature selection mech-

it uses raw 3D joint positions along with the first and second

anisms [16]. Providing spatial/temporal information using

derivatives of the joint trajectories. Then, distinctive poses

these mechanisms for the Bag-of-words methods is accom-

are selected by data mining methods. A modified version of

panied by a higher level of complexity. The most similar

KNN classifier was used to classify the test instances. Tem-

bag-of-words method to our study is [36].

poral pyramid is one of the alternatives for representing tem-

In this study, for calculating temporal displacement pose de-

poral information in Bag-of-words methods. To describe the

scriptors at frame t with a randomly preselected differen-

poses in each frame, Eweiwi et al. [16] concatenate rela-

tial time offset ∆t, for each element i, they obtain 4θ i =

tive location of the joints, velocity, and their correlation and

i
i
i
(xti − xt−4t
, yti − yt−4t
, zti − zt−4t
). Accordingly, feature vec-

use it as a feature vector. Instead of one histogram for all

tor is constructed by concatenating the calculated 4θ i for

action frames, they represented the actions by a two-layer

each element (i ∈ 1, 2, · · · , m). K-means is applied on the ex-

pyramid histogram. One histogram from all action frames

tracted pose descriptors on training data and encoding is per-

is computed in the first layer and later, in the second layer,

formed by finding the closest cluster center to the obtained

all frames are divided into three equal sections and then, a

pose word. Before feeding the descriptors into a Nave Bayes

histogram is computed from each one of the sections. The

voting based classifier, each part of the motion is separately

final action descriptor is constructed by concatenation of the

encoded followed by generating a histogram specific to each

four histograms and classification is performed by applying

part. The main difference between this method and ours ap-

Kernel-PLS (KPLS) on the feature vectors. Kapsouras and

pears in pose encoding phase which was conducted in low-

Nikolaidis [26] used joint orientation and their differences

level and high-level pose encodings, respectively. Each word

in three various periods of time as features and accordingly,

in our method describes a real pose while in [36], a word is

they applied a modified Bag-of-words strategy to represent

a directed vector describing each local part. Our descriptor

the actions. For pattern recognition, first, the K-means ap-

is effective as it produces low dimensional feature vectors

plied on the sets of features individually and one histogram

which is independent of the number of the skeleton elements

is generated for each set. Then, the whole action is repre-

and only depends on the number of the key poses. [36] ig-

sented by concatenation of these four histograms.

nores spatial information while our method uses spatial in-

In training step of the successful studies, selecting repre-

formation along with temporal pose data. Nowadays, due
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to the extensive progress in image processing and classi-

This is performed by generating spatial/temporal poses as

fication by using deep learning methods such as Convolu-

words of the dictionary. Therefore, the generated histograms

tional Neural Networks (CNN), researchers have been en-

inherently contain the temporal information and using mul-

couraged to employ it for skeleton-based action recognition.

tiple histograms is not required for handling time informa-

However, there are still some challenges that need to be re-

tion.

solved. These methods are designed to accept images as input and cannot capture the dynamic information in skeleton
sequences. Therefore, an encoding method including spatiotemporal information of a sequence in two dimensional image space is required. Some of the works in the literature
suggest to convert skeleton pose sequences into an image
containing dynamic information and then, ask the network
to classify the synthesized images. For example in [22], Hou
et al. propose a new encoding method called Skeleton Optical Spectra (SOS) that transforms skeleton sequences into
texture images. The generated textures are used as input to a
CNN network to extract separable features where the classification is performed using the average output of the CNN
network. Our proposed approach in this study is a posebased method which utilizes Bag-of-words (bag-of-poses)
method for encoding. Using simple features extracted from
raw joint positions of the skeleton data distinguishes our
method from other existing ones. These features are extracted
directly from the raw joint positions without transforming
them to another space such as Lie Groups [59,60]. The temporal information are embedded into the Bag-of-words dictionary without using complex data mining methods [63].

3 Proposed method

As input, the proposed framework accepts a sequence of
high dimensional vector of skeleton joints for each action:
 1 2
P , P · · · , Pm where m is frame number and each P in
the sequence equals to a set of three-dimensional coordinates of skeleton joints at frame t:
Pt = [xt1 , yt1 , zt1 , xt2 , yt2 , zt2 , · · · , xtn , ytn , ztn ]
(where n is the number of skeleton joints). The coordinate
system of the framework (x, y, z) is defined based on the location of the camera and as it is shown in is defined based
on the location of the camera and as it is shown in Fig.2. its
center matches with the center of the camera.
Inspired by conventional Bag-of-Words methods, the proposed method describes an action as a sequence of posewords (key pose). Encouraged readers can refer to [44] that
has compiled a comprehensive survey summarizing Bag-ofWords methods which have applied on action recognition
problem. The overall flows of the frameworks are shown
in Fig.1. A preprocessing step precedes feature extraction
process to make the input skeleton information invariable to
subject position, scale and camera view.

Improving Bag-of-poses with Semi-temporal Pose Descriptors for Skeleton-based Action Recognition
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Fig. 2: a) Setup of Kinect Coordinate b) Rotation skeleton towards Kinect

3.1 Preprocessing and Feature Extractione

similar to [60]. First, we choose a random pose as reference
and then, we rescale all the remaining poses limb sizes to

The preprocessing step makes the input skeleton data:
the size of corresponding body parts in the reference pose
Transform invariant:in each frame, we transform the oripreserving the original angles between the pose parts.
gin of the coordinate system from real-world coordinates
Rotation invariant:To make skeleton joints invariant to camto hip center of the person. This transformation makes the
era view, a specific rotation is performed with respect to
position of the skeleton joints invariable to the location of
specified view point of the camera. As shown in Fig.2b, this
the subject. This transformation is demonstrated in below,
transformation makes sure that the projection of the vector
where i is joint index.
passing from left hip to right hip on ground plane to stay
parallel with x axis in real world coordinateswhere the rota0

0

0

(xi , yi , zi ) = (xi − xhipcenter , yi − yhipcenter , zi − zhipcenter ) (1)

tion angle is computed by:

Scale invariant:in general, people performing an action
have a diverse ranges of body sizes. In order to have robust action models, the generated action features of different

θ = tan−1 (

zrhip − zlhip
)
xrhip − xlhip

(2)

subjects should preserve consistency among the representa-

After obtaining the deviation angle, we use Eq.3 for each

tions. Different methods have been proposed in the literature

skeleton joint in corresponding frame to rotate around the y

to maintain scale invariability, among them we use a method

axis in a counterclockwise fashion.
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One popular combination strategy is to concatenate all of
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the extracted features, but as dimension of the descriptor increases the cost of classification is also proportionally scales
(3)

Given a normalized pose, the next step is generating a
pose descriptor. I. Lillo [34] classifies features of pose descriptors in two categories:
i. Geometric descriptor: Geometric descriptors represent
the spatial configuration of the skeleton joints in each frame.
These type of descriptors could use calculated angle between the skeletal vectors or the computed distance between
joints using different metrics.
ii. Motion descriptor: Although the geometric descriptors
are capable of defining spatial configurations of skeleton
joint, they are unable to encode dynamic information of the
poses. In order to codify motion dynamics in representation
of poses motion descriptors utilize information such as velocity, speed, derivation and optic flow in their calculations.
Motion descriptors also avoid the ambiguity between two
poses where they have similar spatial configuration but embody different action characteristics(Fig.3).
While the proposed descriptor intrinsically contains geometric information, it tries also to keep track of dynamic
of actions by taking into account temporal dependency between consecutive frames. The final pose representation could
be composed of different combinations of the descriptor types.

up. In order to keep the dimensionality manageable most
frequently dimensionality reduction procedure such as PCA
or LDA are used. Although dimensionality reduction brings
efficiency to processing of the descriptors, it is computationally expensive and sometimes it doesnt culminate the accuracy [18]. An alternative strategy that is called feature engineering, rather than blind concatenation of features tries
to single out the most representative ones in the feature set.
Feature engineering is usually done either manually (handcrafted)or automatically (learning-based) e.g. supervised sparse
dictionary learning, neural network, Genetic programming
(GP), CNN or Random decision forests [78]. Since feature
selection mechanisms are computationally expensive, they
cannot be a good choice for a real-time application [20]. Our
features are similar to the one in [11] and gives an efficient
pose description. As it is illustrated in Fig.1, to describe spatial configuration of skeleton in each frame we define the
feature vector for kth frame as
xdk = [xk1 , y1k , z1k , xk2 , y2k , z2k , · · · , xkn , ynk , znk ] , that concatenates normalized coordinate of skeleton joints (n is number of joints
in skeleton). As mentioned before, in order to model the
temporal dependency between the poses in different frames
and make the descriptors to embody information of similar action configurations but with composite temporal de-
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Fig. 3: a) Sit Down and b) Stand up

pendencies, we define another vector xtdk that models the

nary of the key poses needs to be learned and subsequently

temporal dependency by taking into account a randomly se-

high dimensional pose features in the sequence get encoded

0

lected frame offset(k ) :



0


1 <= k < k
xdk
xtdk =


0
xd −xd 0


 kxdk −xdk−k0 +1 k k <= k < K
k

into single word. Conventionally there are two ways to learn
the dictionaries:
(4)

k−k +1

i. The first way is to divide the features space into sub regions and then express each region with its representative

If the current pose occurs before the key pose the calcu(the code-word). K-means algorithm is widely used for this
lated vector would contain regular joint features, otherwise,
purpose [18, 26, 62].
it also calculates the distance between the current pose and
ii. The second way is to determine the distribution of the
all of the dependent poses in the temporal offset from the
features using a generative model. Gaussian Mixture Model
key pose in the action sequence. K is the number of frames
(GMM) is the most popular method which has been used
in sequence of an action and k0 is a temporal fixed offset of
in this regard. The K-means algorithm generates the words
the current frame. The final feature vector is composed of
from feature vectors based on hard assignments (i.e. uses
xdk = [(xdk )T , (xtdk )T ]T ,which is concatenation of spatialEuclidean distance to find the closest center), while, GMM
temporal features, and its dimension D = 3 ∗ n ∗ 2 is linearly
performs soft assignment instead (i.e. for code-words asdependent on the number of skeleton joints.
signment, rather than mean value it uses probability distribution of the features) [44]. The accuracy of classification is
3.2 Key poses selection
directly related to the quality of the trained dictionary and
Similar to the bag-of-words methods, our framework repre-

encoding of the features. In case of K-means algorithm, as

sents a sequence of an activity with a set of initially learned

dimensionality of the feature vectors increases, Euclidean

key poses (words in the dictionary). Therefore, the dictio-
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distance performs poorly and starts to generate unreliable

3.4 Action representation using key poses histogram

encodings. So, to improve dictionary learning and encoding,
In this step, we use the trained SVM classifier to convert
we perform it in two steps(Fig.1)similar to [18]. To genereach actions feature vector into a sequence of key poses.
ate pose words for the dictionary (Key poses) the K-means
The sequence of produced poses has a variable length due to
algorithm is applied on feature vectors of all the training
variety of frame number in the videos. For classification of
frames(Eq.5):
variable length sequences most often methods such as HidP=

[[
i

den Markov Model, Bayesian Network and Dynamic Time

xk (i)|i ∈ 1, 2, ..., TrainingTrials

k

(5)
Warping are used [45]. Therefore, for classification of the

and k ∈ 1, 2, ..., lengthFrames(triali)
activities we can use discriminative classifiers such as SVM,
Consequently, the feature space gets divided into a k clusters
and their corresponding cluster centers. The obtained cluster
centers are considered as key poses and passed to the next
step of the framework.

KNN and ANN. Normalizing the length of feature vectors
to the fixed length is usually done in two ways: sampling
the video frame to the desired size and then extracting of the
features vector. The other quantization values of feature vectors to specified number and then use the histogram of quantized values to describe the entire action [48]. We described

3.3 Pose classification and encoding

each activity with a fixed length feature vector, we calculate
To resolve the problem of Euclidian distance in the encoding
phase, we train a set of SVM classifiers using the key pose
of the dictionary and carry out the assignments using clas-

the histogram of the sequence containing the constituent key
poses. Prior to these calculations, the length of histograms is
determined with number of extracted key poses.

sification. For implementing, we use LIBSVM [8] library in
which one-against-one method is used for classification of
3.5 Action classification
the key poses. We train S =

K∗(K−1)
2

binary SVMs for classi-

fication of K poses. For assignment of the features vectors to

There are several popular classifiers such as KNN, SVM,

the key pose we use learned binary SVMs with ”max wins”

ANN and random forest for classification of fixed length fea-

voting strategy. Using hyperplanes for classification of pose

ture vectors. In this work we use Extreme Learning Machine

words yields better assignment results than K-means in the

(ELM) classifier [23] in order to classify action. ELM is a

assignment [18].

single-layer feedforward neural network classifier which is
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successfully applied in various applications and has shown

each frame is represented by Euclidean position of 20 joints

high learning speed and viable accuracy. For the first time

relative to the origin. Variability of subjects position and ori-

Minhas, R., et al [39] used this classifier on motion based

entation toward the camera, variation of performance among

features to detect human actions and it showed promising re-

different patients and noticeable difference in speed and du-

sults. Moreover, this method is not only limited to low class

ration of actions are the main challenges of this dataset. Hu-

number and small-scale classification, but also for classifica-

manobject occlusions and out of field-of-view body parts

tion large-scale realistic tasks. Varol, G. and A.A. Salah [57]

make the sensor unable to recover all of the body parts and

used ELM for action recognition of realistic video clips and

add up to the challenges faced in this dataset.

achieved acceptable results taking into account heavy com-

CAD-60 dataset:

putational cost of deep neural network methods. In recent

Daily activities rarely occur in controlled laboratory envi-

years, this method also has been used to detect human ac-

ronment. It motivated researchers in Cornell University to

tion with skeleton data [11, 73].

create the CAD-60 dataset [54] for actions occurring in real
environments. 4 subjects performed 12 different actions in

4 Experimental evaluation and results

We evaluated our method on four challenging benchmark
datasets. We assumes that there is only one person performing the assigned actions. This explains that why we observe
a drop in performance when interactive actions are evaluated.
UTKinect-Action dataset:
UTKinect-Action [69] dataset is collected by Xia, Chen, and
Aggarwal at the University of Texas at Austin in 2012. The
data captured by Kinect v1 in 30 fps and includes 10 actions.
Each action performed by 10 subjects (9 men and 1 woman)
for 2 times. In total 200 sequences exist in the dataset. The
dataset includes RGB, depth, and skeleton where the sequences are manually clipped. Similarly, skeleton data in

5 different environments where Depth, RGB, and skeleton
data for each instance are captured by Kinect v1 sensor in
30 fps. Each action is performed at least one time by each
subject. In total, dataset includes 60 sequences with average length of 45 seconds for each action. Skeleton data for
each frame is presented by Euclidean position of 15 joints
by taking sensor coordinates as the reference point. Insufficient training data and variable background are the main
challenges of this dataset. The action instances are with different laterality as one of the subjects is left-handed. In order to compensate laterality, some of the proposed methods [43,52,54] also add a mirrored version of these instances
to training data to achieve invariance toward handedness of
the subjects.
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UTD-MHAD dataset:

Table 1: Summary of datasets

UTD-MHAD [9] is a multi-modal dataset which is released
by University of Texas for multimodal activity recognition.

Dataset
Actions

Subjects

Sequences

Joints

Year

UTKinect-Action [69]

10

10

199

20

2012

CAD-60 [54]

12

4

60

15

2011

UTD-MHAD [9]

27

8

861

20

2015

MSRAction3D [33]

20

10

557

20

2010

Name

The data was captured by Kinect v2 at 30 fps and a wearable
inertial sensor. Four data modality including RGB, Depth,
Skeleton, and inertial signal were registered in temporal synchronized mode using these sensors. The dataset includes
27 action. These actions are performed by 8 subjects (4 men
and 4 women) in an environment with a fixed background.
Every subject performed each action for 4 times. By removing three corrupted sequences, including start to end frame
of a single action, the overall dataset includes 861 action instances. The skeleton data for each frame is presented by
Euclidean position of 20 joints with respect to the sensor
coordinates. In another taxonomy, this dataset categorizes
actions in four sub-categories: Sport actions (e.g., bowling,
tennis serve, and baseball swing), hand gestures (e.g., draw
x, draw triangle, and draw circle), daily activities (knock on
door, sit to stand, and stand to sit), and training exercises
(e.g., arm curl, lunge, and squat).
MSR Action 3D Dataset:
MSR Action 3D Dataset [33] is the first public RGB-D action dataset which is created by Microsoft Research Redmond in cooperation with the University of Wollongong in
2010. The dataset is recorded by Kinect v1 in 15 fps, and includes 20 actions involving different body parts. Each action
is performed by 10 subjects for 2-3 times. In total 567 se-

quences exist in the dataset which their lengths vary between
13 and 67 frames. Each sequence includes an action which
is manually segmented. The dataset also included depth and
skeleton data of each action. Skeleton in each frame represented by Euclidean position of 20 joints relative to the
origin which is the sensor coordinates. In all instances, subjects perform actions with a fixed position facing towards
the camera with a controlled background.
A summary of general characteristics of the four datasets
used in our experiments for evaluating the proposed method
is shown in Table 1.
Experimental Settings: In our experiments, 3D coordinates of the skeleton joints are converted from world coordinates into subject coordinates by taking Hip Center joint
as coordinate systems origin in each frame. The obtained
results in each dataset is compared to the methods that use
only skeleton data for recognition tasks. The three input parameters of our framework are individually tuned for each
dataset. The first parameter in Equation 1is the temporal
0

offset (k ) which is used for constructing temporal differ-
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(LOSeqO) protocol for their evaluations. In this protocol they
randomly select one sequence at a time from the entire dataset

Investigated Interval & steps

Dataset
Name

Temporal

Cluster

Neuron

offset

numbers

numbers

as test instance and use the remaining sequences as training
data. This process is repeated certain times and average of
the obtained results are used as the final performance [76].

UTKinect-Action [69]

4:1:20

150:10:250

500:100:3500

CAD-60 [54]

10:10:150

100:10:250

500:100:3500

UTD-MHAD [9]

4:1:20

150:10:250

500:100:3500

MSRAction3D [33]

4:1:20

150:10:250

500:100:3500

In our experiment, we follow the Cross-subject protocol in
[59]. Subjects 1,3,5,7 and 9 are selected for training and subjects 2,4,6,8 and 10 for testing. This evaluation protocol is
more realistic since the test subject‘s actions are kept comence (Xtd) in the feature vector. The second parameter is

pletely out of the training set. We used Table 2 to find the

the number of clusters in K-means clustering method which

optimized parameters for UTKinect-Action dataset. We ob-

is used to extract key poses from all of the training poses. In

tained the best performance by setting temporal offset to 6,

other words, it is the number of key poses. The last param-

key pose number to 160 and number of neurons to 3100. The

eter that needs tuning is number of neurons in the hidden

results and comparison with the state-of-the-art methods are

layer of the ELM which is used for classification. We start

shown in Table3.

with big steps and wider range of parameters for the frame-

As shown in Table3, as far as we know, the best perfor-

work and narrow down the intervals to find the optimal val-

mance overall skeleton-based approaches on UTKinect Ac-

ues. As it is shown in Table2, we empirically determined

tion Dataset is obtained by our method. Performance ac-

the optimal intervals and best fit of step size which ensure

curacy analysis of our method on this dataset based on the

the best overall performance of the recognition framework.

confusion matrix (Figure4) shows that in 10% of the test

We perform a random initialization of the cluster centers in

samples of ”push” action are misclassified as ”throw” ac-

K-means method to calculate the key poses. Therefore, the

tion. Similarity between poses of these two action and nose

proposed method is repeated 20 times on each dataset and

in skeleton joint positions are potentially the main causes of

then the best result among them is reported and compared

this recognition failure. Our method recognizes nine out of

with the state-of-the-art approaches.

ten actions by 100% accuracy.

In the seminal work based on UTKinect-Action dataset

Sung, J., et al. [54] presented two types of protocol called

[69], the authors used leave-one-sequence-out cross-validation ”New Person” and ”Have Seen” for evaluating CAD-60 dataset.
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Table 3: Comparison with the state-of-the-art results on

(subject 3). We use mirroring operations before constructing the feature vector in order to convert laterality of the ac-

UTKinect-Actiondataset

tions and make it similar to right-handed data. [81] Achieved
Feature
Method

Accuracy (%)

state-of-the-art results on CAD-60 dataset. In their approach

Engineering

subject number 2 is used for test and the other 3 subjects
HOJ3D [69] (LOSeqO)

90.92

Lie Group [59]

97.8

Spatiotemporal SHs [73]

93.0

Our method

98.98

RDF-based [40]

92.0

(1, 3 and 4) for training. We adopt the same setting in our
experiments. Length of the actions in this dataset is longer

Hand-crafted

than the previous dataset. Using Table2 we tried different parameter intervals and step sizes. By examining all possible

Learned
Max-Margin Multitask [71]
98.8

representations
(LOOCV)

scenarios for the parameters in these intervals, we obtained
the best performance with value 50 for temporal offset, 210

LMNN [38](LOOCV)

98.0

Multilayer LSTM [77]

95.96

ST-LSTM [35]

95.0

for key poses number and 3100 for number of neurons on
RNN-LSTM

CAD-60 Dataset.
The performance of our method on CAD-60 Dataset is
shown in Table4 shows performance of our approach and
comparison with successful approaches in the literature on
CAD-60. It can be noticed from Table4. That our proposed
method achieves competitive performance compared to Handcrafted skeleton-based methods. Except subject 3, all of the

Fig. 4: Confusion matrix of UTKinect dataset

actions in different environments 3 are recognized with 100%
success. As it is clear from the confusion matrix (Figure5),

They used precision/recall measures to evaluate their pro-

recognizing ”talking on coach” instead of ”relaxing on coach”

posed method. In our experiment we adopt ”New Person”

is the single failure that occurs in subject threes instances.

protocol for evaluations. This protocol is defined as a Leave-

Insufficient training sample is the main reason for this fail-

one-subject-out cross-validation. Therefore, one subject is

ure. Since there is only one test instance available for ”re-

used for test while the other 3 subjects are kept for training.

laxing on coach” for this subject, the calculated precision

In CAD-60 dataset, one of the four subjects is left-handed

turns out to be the undefined value of 0/0. To compute av-
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Table 4: Comparison with the state-of-the-art results on
CAD-60 dataset *notice that in this method they use both
depth and skeleton informatione

Feature

Precision

Recall

(%)

(%)

Method
Engineering

Hand-crafted

MEMM [54]

67.9

55.5

3D posture [18]

77.3

76.7

93.8

94.5

96.4

84.6

Fig. 5: Confusion matrix of Livingroom Actions (subject 3)

Pose Kinetic
Energy [52]

UTD-MHAD *notice that in this method they use data other

Decision-Level
Fusion [81]*
Our method

than skeleton information
98.5

99

97.4

95.8

Feature

M-L codebooks
Learned

Table 5: Comparison with the state-of-the-art results on

Accuracy
Method

Engineering

of key pose [79]

(%)

representations
Self-organizing
91.9

90.2

neural int [43]

Kinect&Inertial [9]

79.1

Kinect&Inertial fusion [10]

91.5

Cov3DJ [22]

85.5

Our method

90.7

ELC-KSVD [22]

76.1

SOS based CNN [22]

86.9

JTM CNN [68]

85.8

Hand-crafted

RF-Key pose [42]
81.8

80.0

(Random + Still)

Learned

erage precision of actions in the ”living room” environment
representations

we considered this value as zero.
CNN

The common practice in UTD-MHAD dataset [9] is to
perform cross-subject evaluation protocol which was suggested by its providers. In this protocol half of the subjects

the best performance with value 8 for temporal offset, 130

(1, 3, 5 and 7) are taken for training and the other half (sub-

for key poses number and 3100 for number of neurons on

jects 2, 4, 6 and 8) for testing. In our experiment we used

UTD-MHAD Dataset. As shown in Table5 to the best of

this setting for evaluating our proposed method too. Similar

our knowledge, the best performance among all skeleton-

to previous datasets, we investigates the optimal parameters

based approaches on UTD-MHAD Dataset, is obtained by

by going through values indicated in Table2. We obtained

our method.
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Analysis of confusion matrix of our method on this dataset

Table 6: Three action subset of MSR Action 3D

(Figure6) showed that actions sharing common poses lead to
AS1

AS2

AS3

Horizontal arm wave

High arm wave

High throw

Hammer

Hand catch

Forward kick

Forward punch

Draw x

Side kick

In a similar situation, ”Clap” is misclassified 31% of time

High throw

Draw tick

Jogging

as ”cross arms in the chest” action. Nevertheless, 13 ac-

Hand clap

Draw circle

Tennis swing

Bend

Two hand wave

Tennis serve

Tennis serve

Forward kick

Golf swing

Pickup & throw

Side boxing

Pickup & throw

inaccurate recognition. For instance ”draw circle (counter
clockwise)” is classified with 44% accuracy while in 25%
of samples it is misclassified as ”draw circle (clockwise)”.

tions out of 27 are recognized with 100% accuracy. Having highly distinctive poses leads the framework to distinguish these actions with perfect accuracy. There are two settings which have been used in previous studies to evalu-

ing and testing without splitting the dataset. This makes the

ate MSR-Action3D [33] dataset. The first one was proposed

classification even harder compared to the first setting. In

in the seminal paper [33] of MSR-Action3D dataset where

our experiments we use the first setting with cross-subject

all of the actions in the dataset are divided into three sub-

protocol similar to [59]. We use half of the subjects (1, 3, 5,

categories (AS1, AS2 and AS3) showed in Table6. Every sub-

7 and 9) for training and the other half (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10) for

category consists of 8 action classes which training and clas-

testing. By examining all of the possible scenarios for the

sification of actions are performed independently on each

parameters indicated in Table2, we obtained the best perfor-

category. In sub categories AS1 and AS2 actions with simi-

mance when we set the temporal offset to 8, number of key

lar motion are grouped together. These categories are used

poses to 130 and number of neurons to 3100 on MSR Action

for evaluating distinctive ability of algorithms for recogniz-

3D Dataset. The performance of our method on MSR Ac-

ing actions with similar structure. Sub category AS3 con-

tion 3D Dataset and comparison with skeleton-based state-

tains actions consist of complex body dynamics and is used

of-the-art methods are shown in Table7. Depending on the

for evaluation of diversity of a method. The overall perfor-

feature type, the methods are categorized into hand-crafted

mance of a system is obtained by averaging the performance

or automatic types.

of sub categories.

Our proposed method achieves acceptable performance

The second experimental protocol which is suggested

among Hand-crafted methods when features are calculated

in [67] keeps all of the 20 actions in a single set for train-

only in Euclidean space without transformation into another

Improving Bag-of-poses with Semi-temporal Pose Descriptors for Skeleton-based Action Recognition
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Fig. 6: Confusion matrix of UTD-MHAD dataset

Table 7: Comparison with the state-of-the-art results on MSR

mance improvement in action recognition in these methods
coincides with an increase in computational cost especially

Action3D

in the training phase. As shown in Table7 our methods genFeature

Accuracy(%)
AS1

AS2

AS3

Average

Pose-based [62]

-

-

-

90.2

Pose-based [62]

-

-

-

90.2

HOJ3D [69]

-

-

-

78.9

Lie Group [59]

95.3

83.9

98.2

92.5

Spatiotemporal SHs [73]

89.7

91.7

92.5

90.9

Our method

94.3

88.4

97.4

93.3

LMNN [38]

-

-

-

97.1

Trajectory let [47]

96.4

97.5

100

97.9

Moving Pose lets [55]

89.8

93.5

97.0

93.5

of the test samples. However, this action misclassified in

-

-

-

95.62

17% of samples as ”Draw x” and other 17% samples as

93.3

94.6

95.5

94.5

Engineering

Hand-crafted

erated relatively better result compared to [14,55,73] on AS3

Method

which contain actions with complex structure. Compared to
other two sub categories, actions in sub category AS2 are
more challenging for our framework and results in less accuracy in performance due to complexity of the actions. It
can be clearly seen from the confusion matrix (Figure7) that
the ”hand catch” action is correctly classified only in 50%

Learned
representations

Max-Margin
Multitask [77]
RNN

HBRNN-L [14]

”Forward kick” action. In AS1 sub category the highest misclassification rate happens in ”Pickup throw” action, where

space like [59,73]. The approaches such as [38] that employ
data mining techniques to select distinctive features were
achieved superior results in comparison. However, perfor-

it misclassified in 14% of the samples as ”Bend”, in 7%
as ”Hammer” and 7% as ”Hight throw” actions. Lack of
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Fig. 7: Confusion Matrixes of MSR Action3D dataset

producing distinictive key poses for each action class is the

tions. Tuning the number of the key-poses is an important

main reason for recognation failur. For example in case of

aspect that have a great impact on robustness of recognition

”Pickup throw” action, our approach generates same key

in our method and needs to be carefully done.

poses with different temporal orders compared to the two
other confusing actions. Even though the generated poses
comprise time information, during complex action encoding procedure, the framework loses the temporal order of
poses in the sequence for some of the actions. Based on our
experiments small-sized codebook does not generate sufficiently diverse code words to discriminate all of the actions
and the one with a large size is highly prone to noise. Most
of the key-pose based methods usually use HMMs to define
the action and model temporality, hence, number of the generated key-poses are limited. One of the main privileges of
our method to these key-pose based methods is that rather
than generating the action sequence using the key-poses, we
find the available key-poses in the actions using a dictionary populated with sufficient key-poses where absence of a
key-pose is still a valuable information. However, sometime
higher number of key-poses add up to the noise in recogni-

5 Conclusion and future work

In this study, we proposed a novel bag-of-poses framework
for 3D action recognition based on a set of predefined spatiotemporal poses. Most of the studies available in the literature
regarding pose-based action recognition have used generative or bag-of-poses approaches. The main disadvantages
of the generative methods are the exceeding need for training data and challenging parameter tuning which is usually performed manually. Accordingly, the main drawback
of bag-of-poses approaches is to not to consider the concept
of time among the poses when trying to encode an action.
As a solution, our main objective is to improve the bag-ofposes approach by embedding temporal information using
the key-pose descriptors. The proposed descriptor enables
us to distinguish between two poses with the same skeleton configuration while different temporal order exists in
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an action sequence. The pose descriptor is extracted from
Euclidean coordinates of the skeleton joints without trans-
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6. Cao, Z., Simon, T., Wei, S.E., Sheikh, Y.: Realtime multi-person
2d pose estimation using part affinity fields.

arXiv preprint
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forming coordinates to another space. The suggested frame7. Chaaraoui, A.A., Padilla-Lpez, J.R., Climent-Prez, P., Flrez-

work is validated with four publicly available benchmark 3D
action datasets, and produced state-of-the-art results on the
three datasets and competitive result on the fourth dataset.

Revuelta, F.: Evolutionary joint selection to improve human action
recognition with rgb-d devices. Expert systems with applications
41(3), 786–794 (2014)
8. Chang, C.C., Lin, C.J.: Libsvm: a library for support vector ma-
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environment. As a future study, we will investigate on this
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recognition system using depth and inertial sensor fusion. IEEE
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